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Photographers must have a clear understanding of how the human body, from head to toe, should be posed and adjusted in order to look
good—and natural—to the camera. Learning effective strategies to flatter the face, arms and legs, torso, and hands and feet will allow us not
only to flatter our subjects but also effectively tell the subject’s story. Regardless of your photographic style, the tips and techniques outlined
in this book will allow you to better control what the camera sees and the mood or message you want to convey. Whether you are a portrait or
lifestyle photographer, photojournalist, fashion or commercial photographer, this book is designed to help you learn skills that you can apply
to your specific style and method of shooting. Stephenson maintains that you should first identify the intent of your portrait before you begin to
analyze the way in which you will pose your subject or subjects. How will the client use the image? Does he or she need a business portrait,
which will require an air of authority and confidence, with a traditional vibe? Is the couple who booked the session deeply in love, and would a
pose that speaks to their emotional closeness be appropriate? The author then moves into a discussion on body language. The way that an
individual holds himself says much about his mind-set, mood, and motivations. Image viewers subconsciously read the cues that the
subject’s body conveys. It is important to ensure that the body language that is summoned through posing suits the mood/theme /intent of
the portrait. There are traditions of posing that have been in play in the visual arts for eons. Many photographers fall into using the same pose
for every subject. When this happens, all of the images that leave the studio begin to look the same. This can have dire consequences when
it comes to the public perception of the photographer’s work—and can squelch the joy photographers feel when creating. Stephenson offers
simple approaches to flattering every body part when photographing individual clients and also teaches readers how to create artful images of
couples and groups, as in multi-subject portraits, each individual must look great and relate logically and aesthetically to other subjects in the
frame. With tips for posing the young and old, males and females, singles, couples, and groups in both indoor and locations—and in reclining,
seated, and standing poses, from full-length to close-up, this book will walk you through all aspects of posing and balance with examples and
easy to follow instructions. It’s time to stop guessing and learn the art and science of posing.
Build a High-Impact, Low-Hassle Digital Sales Prospecting System That Works! Hate cold calling? Stop doing it! Build a supercharged, highly
automated digital sales prospecting system that attracts more qualified leads, shortens sales cycles, and increases conversion
rates—painlessly! In The Invisible Sale , Tom Martin reveals techniques he’s used to drive consistent double-digit growth through good times
and bad, with no cold calling. Martin’s simple, repeatable process helps you laser-target all your marketing activities, sales messages, and
sales calls based on what your prospects are actually telling you. Martin boils complex ideas down to simple, straightforward language…reallife case studies…easy-to-understand templates…and actionable solutions! • Discover the “invisible funnel,” where self-educated buyers are
making decisions before you know they exist • Leverage Funnel Optimized website design to identify your prospects’ key challenges before
you ever speak to them • Integrate social media, content, and email to optimize the entire prospecting process • Make every sales call count
with behaviorally targeted email prospecting • Leverage Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn to efficiently “prospect at scale” • Use the science
of propinquity to choose “outposts,” strategize social networking, and drive offline campaigns • Save money by rightsizing production quality
to each marketing requirement • Rapidly create keyword-rich text content, and use it widely to promote self-qualification • Create webinars
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and tutorials more easily and painlessly than you ever thought possible • Choose low-cost devices, apps, software, and accessories for
quickly creating high-quality DIY media content • Learn how to apply Aikido Selling Techniques to close self-educated buyers
If they aren't carrying much equipment and the natural lighting turns, photographers tend to reach for the on-camera flash button. These
intense light sources can prove invaluable, but only if you know how to use them effectively. In the hands of an inexperienced photographer,
on-camera flash will produce images with harsh shadows, washed out skin tones, cavernous black backgrounds and other unappealing visual
characteristics. In On-Camera Flash the pitfalls photographers new to speedlights often encounter are outlined, ensuring readers can avoid
them.
This book is a complete guide to the Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX10 IV camera. With this book, author Alexander S. White provides users of the
RX10 IV with a manual covering all aspects of the camera’s operation. Using a tutorial-like approach, the book shows beginning and
intermediate photographers how to accomplish things with the RX10 IV, and explains when and why to use the camera’s many features. The
book provides details about the camera’s shooting modes as well as its menu options for shooting, playback, setup, video, Wi-Fi, and special
effects. The book covers all features of the RX10 IV that are new for this model, including its enhanced focusing system with phase detection
autofocus; its ability to use a touch screen for focusing and enlarging images in some situations; and a variety of new or enhanced menu
options. The book includes more than 500 color photographs that illustrate the camera’s controls, display screens, and menus. The images
include photographs taken using the RX10 IV’s Scene mode, with settings optimized for subjects such as landscapes, sunsets, portraits, and
action shots; and its Creative Style and Picture Effect menu options, with settings that alter the appearance of images. The book provides
concise introductions to topics such as street photography and infrared photography, and explains how to use the camera’s Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth features to transfer images to a smartphone or tablet, to control the camera from such a device, and to add location information to
images. The book includes a full discussion of the video features of the RX10 IV, which can shoot HD and 4K (ultra-HD) movies, with manual
control of exposure and focus during recording. The book explains the camera’s numerous features for professional-level videography,
including Picture Profiles that allow adjustment of settings such as gamma curve, black level, knee, and detail. The book describes steps for
recording 4K video to an external video recorder using the “clean” video output from the camera’s HDMI port. In three appendices, the book
discusses accessories for the RX10 IV, including cases, power sources, remote controls, microphones and external flash units, and includes
a list of websites and other resources for further information. The book includes an appendix with “quick tips” on how to take advantage of
the camera’s features in the most efficient ways possible. This guide to the RX10 IV includes a detailed index, so the reader can quickly
locate information about any particular feature or aspect of the camera.
The perennial DSLR bestseller—now expanded with more photography tips Digital SLR Cameras & Photography For Dummies has remained
the top-selling book on DSLR photography since the first edition was published. Now in its Fifth Edition, itcovers the latest technologies in the
world of DSLR cameras and photography to help you master the techniques that will take your digital photography skills to the next level.
Written in plain English and complemented with full-color photos, this hands-on, friendly guide covers the mechanics of the camera;
exposure, lenses, and composition; how to capture action, portrait, and low-light shots; editing and sharing images; tips for improving your
digital photography skills; and much more. Digital SLR cameras offer the mechanisms and flexibility of traditional pro-level cameras with the
instant results and output of digital cameras. If you're a proud owner of a DSLR camera and want to take stunning shots that were once only
achievable by the pros, this is the guide you need. Written by one of the most recognized authors in digital photography, this accessible
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resource makes it fast and easy to start capturing professional-quality photos. Full-color format helps bring the information to life Includes
coverage of the latest DSLR cameras to hit the market Provides a foundation on exposure settings, file formats, and editing photos Offers
expanded content on capturing the portraits, action shots, nature shots, and night shots photographers love to take If you're interested in
capturing more than just a "selfie" and truly want to hone the craft of digital SLR photography, Digital SLR Cameras and Photography For
Dummies sets you up for success.
From yearbook advertisements, postcard mailings, and promotions to website development and digital graduation announcements, every
corner of the teen and senior portrait market is covered in this book of advice. Featuring the artistry of top senior portrait experts, this book
showcases the blending of posing techniques with creative compositional and design methods in order to capture each subject’s full
personality. Advice on posing, communication and expression during sessions, studio lighting, outdoor lighting, working with different client
personalities, pricing, and proofing is provided.
In this book, Tom Gallovich shows readers how to use their camera’s exposure controls (aperture, shutter speed, ISO) to establish the focal
point of the image and create the overall mood of the shot and choose a particular lens or focal-length setting to massage the way elements
in the original scene will appear within the frame. Next, he presents chapters on using shape, color, lines, and arrangement to strengthen the
intended visual message. Readers will learn how to best place their primary subject (and in some cases secondary subject) for maximum
impact and will discover artistic strategies that reinforce that decision through careful use of color, tone, highlight and shadow, leading lines,
curved shapes, and relative size—qualities that will contribute to the overall mood in the image. Copious illustrations emphasize the impact
that putting these concepts into play will have on your images—and these are often coupled with images that show how ineffective images are
when those important compositional needs are not attended to.
The popular illustrated journal for all photographers devoted to the interests of photography and kindred arts and sciences.
The material in this book is the result of asking each of the 10 photographers a series of 14 questions carefully designed to get to the heart of
the matters of creativity and profitibility. As each profiled photographer has a distinctive style, background, and personality, the resulting
answers will engage, inspire, and educate readers on all aspects of the task of creating stand-out imagery in a field in which only the best
survive and thrive.
While light is required to make a photograph, light alone is not enough. More often, it is the way the light has been modified and shaped that
brings an image to life. In this book, Glenn Rand and Tim Meyer offer a comprehensive approach to the tools and techniques photographers
can use to shape the light—creating the style, energy, emotion, and feeling that make a photograph exceptional. Clear text is paired with
ample before-and-after images and diagrams to make learning easy. Beginning with the physics of light, the authors show you how to predict
light’s interaction with the surface of the subject/object you are photographing. Based on this, you can begin to make informed decisions
about what kinds of modifiers will help you achieve the look you want. Using softboxes, umbrellas, masks, gels, reflectors, and more, you’ll
learn to precisely control the light’s diffused edge and ratio for precise, flawless results.
This book by Professor Felix Raymer is identified as an instructor in lighting and posing. He details the current standards for natural light
control and provides an inside look through illustrations to a skylight photo studio at the turn of the century.
Bill Hurter explains the characteristics of light—both natural and artificial—in this in-depth guide. Fully exploring color balance, exposure, and
light ratios, the handbook expands on skills learned in the studio to explain how to harness the beauty of less predictable lighting situations,
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like those shot outdoors or on location. Packed with tips from more than 30 top professionals on wedding, portrait, and commercial
photography, this resource is sure to both educate and inspire.
Landscape photography is a popular photographic genre—and for good reason. The great outdoors is an ever-ready subject. It is variable, as
well; it is affected by changing light, decomposition, weather, human interaction, and myriad other factors. Its features range from natural to
manmade elements—and many landscapes are comprised of both. Photographers who point their camera’s lens at a scene do so in an effort
to communicate their feelings about the landscape. Rather than simply document the scene, they seek to capture the spirit of place—perhaps
to tell a story or depict a mood. They aim to share with viewers the ways in which the scene speaks to them. Accomplishing these goals may
seem simple at the outset, but the task is rife with challenges. In this book, Gary Wagner shows readers how to create powerful, evocative
black & white landscape photographs filled with beautiful light, a full range of tones, and exquisite detail. Beginning with a look at the gear
you’ll need to get the best-possible images, Wagner covers cameras, lens types, tripods, and filters. He then discusses the postproduction
processes he uses to enhance his images, producing breathtaking photographic records of natural and man-altered locales.
DISCOVER HOW TO COMPOSE THE PERFECT SHOT. How to compose a photograph can determine what your image communicates.
Blue Fier is a master of composition technique, and the advice he shares in this essential book teaches you to bring together subjects,
lighting, color, depth of field, and design elements to produce photos that make powerful statements. Study the techniques, complete the
assignments, gather feedback at photoworkshop.com, and watch what develops. Understand how we see and how composition impacts the
eye Learn how shutter speed, lighting, and depth of field affect composition Control colors and understand their symbolism Master the
elements of design Discover special techniques for people, travel, and still lifes
Discover ALL The Photography Lighting Tricks The Pros Use In No Time! The world of lighting is so vast and varied that you can go your
whole life and not learn everything. It requires constant education and keeping up with the new advances that changes in lighting equipment
bring. First off, the focus of this book is to describe how to create a home studio. It has an assumption that you already have some knowledge
of studio lighting, now it’s just about how to apply it at home. You will be instructed on how to select a good space for your studio and what
sorts of equipment you will need to get started. I provide an overall, comprehensive list of types of stands, backdrops and lights, as well as
the look and advantages of all the types of lights. Next is a chapter on modifiers, which are the most fun part of lighting. Modifiers are things
like reflectors and soft boxes, that help to spread the light around and make it cleaner and smoother. The book walks through all of the
specifications you need to select a good space: north-facing light and wide open space with clean, plainly painted walls. Don’t know what
you'll need for your studio? Following chapter 3, you will! Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... How to setup your home studio All the
gear you need The Different types of lighting How to setup lights Still life lighting Portraiture Lighting And so much more! Finally, the book will
take a comprehensive look at all sorts of different lighting styles and setups. These will range from the world of portraiture to still life. Simply
scroll up the page and click "buy" to get your copy today! -------------------- Tags: photography, photoshop, photography books, photography
magazine, photoshop cc, photo books, photoshop cs6, photography for dummies, photography for beginners, photography business,
photography composition, photography for kids, photography coffee table books, photography lighting, dslr, photography composition,
landscape photography, darkroom photography, photography for beginners, photography lighting, digital photography for beginners, digital
photography, dslr photography for beginners, portrait photography, dslr photography
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